Crystal clear first choice feeding cameras

Basic HR Feeding Camera - The Akvasmart HR cameras are the
world’s most popular feeding camera series. These are stationary
cameras hanging below the fish’ eating area (typically 5-8m) aiming
straight up to detect uneaten pellets sinking towards the camera.
Basic HR is a simple, reliable and affordable monochrome camera
and a smart choice if you need effective feeding control in cage.
Recommended use: Tanks and smaller cages.

Super HR Feeding Camera - All of our HR-cameras can be used
with Akvasmart hardwired or wireless camera systems and can be
operated from the cage, a workboat, feeding control room or via
the Internet. One camera is usually permanently installed in each
cage. The Super HR Feeding Camera is a rugged and reliable highresolution monochrome camera designed for use under all conditions.
Recommended use: Tanks, medium and smaller cages.

SmartEye Double Camera - In-water camera with the ability to switch
between look up and look down camera via AKVAconnect process view.
This requires WiFi or Fibre based system. Switching between look up
and look down is performed using the I/O on the Axis Video server in
conjunction with small switch board. Can also be used with a Digital CAP.
Recommended use: Tanks, medium and smaller cages.

SmartEye 360 Twin - Smart Eye 360 Twin ULL version is the best
possible camera for darker light conditions. It has two monochrome
cameras that are very light sensitive, and they deliver excellent video
images when looking down into deep and dark cages. ULL = Ultra-low light.
Smart Eye 360 Twin Colour/ULL camera configuration includes a high
resolution colour camera pointing up, and a ULL monochrome camera
pointing down. Smart Eye 360 Twin Colour is an advanced double
feeding and inspection colour camera with unique features.
The Smart Eye 360 Twin camera is delivered in three different versions,
they are all delivered without external moving parts, and thus a massive
reduced risk of leaks. All SmartEye 360 Twin cameras include two cameras,
one pointing down towards the bottom of the cage, and one that is pointing upwards. Both cameras are synchronized for 360 degrees movement
with one joystick for full overview. These cameras are installed in the cage
and are operated from a work boat, the feeding control room and via the
internet. It provides sharp underwater video images. SmartEye 360 Twin
cameras are also available with built-in depth- and temperature sensor.
Recommended use: Medium and large cages.
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Camera Specifications

Cameras
Colour Up/down:

C A M E R A S

SmartEye 360 Twin ULL

360 Twin VVK ULL

360 Twin 2 color

Double Camera

Super HR

Basic HR

Mono/mono

Color/mono

Color/mono

Colour

Monochrome

Monochrome

Analog

Analog

Type:

Analog

Analog

Analog

Analog

Resolution:

570 TVL

1000TVL-1280H/570 TVL

CVBS (1280 H)/950 TVL

650 TVL

600 TVL

600 TVL

Fix: 72°

Fix: 72°

Fix: 54°

50,4° 64,5°/50,4°

Fix: 77°/69°

Fix: 70°

Cable:

75m (246’)*
PUR

75m (246’)*
PUR

75m (246’)
PUR

30 to 100m
(99-328’) PUR

30m to 100m
(99-328’) PUR

30 to 100m
(99-328’) PUR

Depth rating:

75m (246’)*

75m (246’)*

75m (246’)*

100m (323’)*

100m (323’)*

100m (323’)*

12V DC

12V DC

12V DC

12V DC

12V DC

12V DC

Angle of view:

Power:
* Limited by cable

Surveillance Cameras - Complete overview
of your barges and sites
SmartHawk Surveillance cameras
provide better control over unwanted
visitors, predators, feed spread or
simply added safety when working
alone at the farm.
These are advanced IP cameras
with powerful 32x optical zoom,
clear pictures and smart functionality, which can easily be operated
from the cage, workboat, control

Surveillance cameras provides added
safety when working alone on the
feed barge.

room or via Internet.

The cameras can monitor the deck,
machine room, feeding system or
other vital areas on the barge.

The surveillance
camera can pan
360o and tilt 90o.

Surveillance Camera
Colour:
Type:

The Surveillance cameras have full color
but they will switch to monochrome
under low light conditions.

Detects predators
and unwanted visitors
and increase safety and
overview.

Resolution:

Colour

Coulor

Network

IP

D1 720x576 to 176x144 (50 Hz)

HD 720p

D1 720x480 to 176x120 (60 Hz)
Horizontal: 47.0°-1.5°/ Vertical: 35.5°1.1°

Fix: 84o dig. zoom

> 100m

> 100m

Ingress Protection: IP66

Outdoors IP 66

Outdoors IP 54

Power:

PoE (Ethernet)

PoE (Ethernet)

Angle of view:
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